
Hello fellow animal lovers! 
 
I recently came across an Amazon program called “Amazon Smile”.  
 
This is an AMAZING program!  Free! Same prices!  Donations to charity! 
 
This program enables anyone to donate .5% of their purchases to the charity of their choice.  
I have recently enrolled and now .5% of my purchases will go to Pets Come First! 
 
Here are some detailed instructions if you would like to set up an Amazon Smile account to 
benefit Pets Come First! 
 
If you are using a laptop or PC, you pretty much just log into smile.amazon.com and follow the 
instructions from there. Or keep reading on…. 
 
I tend to use my iPhone for everything. This is where it got a bit tricky for me….and here’s the 
work around to make it all happen.  
 
You will need to change your Amazon account to an Amazon smile account and create a 
shortcut (there isn’t an “Amazon Smile” app. Just a regular Amazon app.  
Here’s a useful link about the program: 
https://www.amazon.com/gp/help/customer/display.html?nodeId=201365340 
 
Sooo,  
Here’s how to create what looks like an app on your iPhone but is actually the Amazon smile 
website.  
 
First, know your Amazon username and password! 
 
Next, delete the Amazon app by holding a finger on the icon until it giggles...then x it away.  
 
Now, open Safari on the bottom of the screen. Type in smile.amazon.com. Enter your 
username/password.  
You will be guided to pick a charity. It was easier for me to search “Pets Come First”.  

https://www.amazon.com/gp/help/customer/display.html?nodeId=201365340


 
Now that you have converted your account to an Amazon Smile account and chosen your 
charity, here’s how to make the webpage appear as an app on your iPhone.  
 



 
 
This should create an Amazon Smile icon like this  
 

 
 
From now on, when you shop on Amazon through this link, you will be supporting Pets Come 
First!!! 
 
***I am not familiar with Android devices. I assume that creating a link should be similar on 
those devices.  
 
Please feel free to contact me with any questions! 
For the animals, 
Matt 
 


